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1. Paraboloid Problem; The region in the first
quadrant under the graph of y = 9 -:r2 is
rotated abour the /-axis to form a solid
paraboloid (Figure 8-5t. X and ) a-re in feet.

a. Find the exacr volume of rhe paraboloici
using rhe fundamental theorem of calculus.

b. Find the approximare volume by integraring
numericaJly.

c. Show that your answers are reasonable by
doing a quick geometrical check.

7. Washer Slices Problem: Frgure 8-5h shows
the solid formed by rotating around rhe y-axis
the region that is bounded by rhe graphs of
] =.r4 and -y= 8x. Find the exact volume of the
solid using the fundamental theorem of
calcuius. Assume that x and y are in inches.
Show that )'our answer is reasonable by a
euick geometrical check and by numerical
inte grarion.

S. Exponential Horn Problem: A hom for a
public address system is to be made with the
inside cross-sections increasing exponenrially
with distance from the speaker. The horn will
have the shape of the solid formed when the
region bounded by y = sQ 4x and _y = x + I
fromx = 0 to x = 3 is rotared abour the-r-axis
lFigure 8-5i). Find the volume of rhe material
used to make rhis speaker. Assunte that x and
,v are in feet. Show that the exact answer by
the fundamenrai theorem agrees with the
answer obtained by numericai integration.
9. The regron between ;r = 0, -r = 8, and the
graphs of ) = -11/3 and y = 19.-0 1r is rotated
around the x-axis ro form a soiid. Find irs
':xact volurne.

i0. The re-eion bounded by the graphs of i

r = 4-.r andy =4-x? is rotated around the i

i-axis to form a solid. Find its exact volume.

lLParaboloidVolumeFomtulaProblem: Provethatthevolumeof aparaboloidisalw.avs lil
the volume of the circumscribed cylinder. You may $,anr to use the parabcrla ,y = ,rrl, rotarcd
about the y-aris to generare rhe paraboloid.

13 Different Axis Problem No. 1: The region
in Quadrant I under the graph of y = ,4 - t2 it
iotared around the line;r = 3 to form a solid
(Figure 8-5j). Sketch the washer formed as the
hoizontal slice shown rotates. What are the
inrrer and outer radii of the washer? Find the
voLume of the solid.
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Figure 8-5f

Figu"re 8-5h

Figure 8-5r

Figure 8-5j

si{c, j.

Volume Problems

Slices - Disks - Washers

Note: Ignore questions about numerical integration.

Side 1

Be sure to fully develop a volume element (dV) before 
setting up your integral.
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l. Figure 8-6f shows the solid formed by
rotating about the y'a,ris the region under the
graphofY=4-x2.

a. Find the volume , dV, of a cylindrical shell.
Transform dV so that it is in terms of one
variable.

b. Find the exact volume of the solid by using
the fundamental theorem.

c. Find the volume again, by plane slicing.
Use planes perpendicular lo the y-axis to
form slabs ofthickness dy. Show that you
get the same answer as in Part &).

2. Figure 8-69 shows the solid formed by
rotating around the x-axis the region under the
graph of y = P fromx = 0 tox = 8.

a. Wbat is the altitude of the cylindrical shell
in terms of the samPle Point ('r, Y)?

b. Find the volume, dV, of a cylindrical shell.
Transform dV so that it is in terms of one
variable.

c. Find the exact volume of the solid using the
fundamental theorem.

d. Find the volume again, by plane slicing. Is
the answer the same as in Part (c)?

17. Rotate around the line x = -2 the region
bounded by the graphs ofy = -x2 + 4x + I
and y = 1.4r (Figure 8-61). You will need
to find one of the intersections numerically.

18. Rotate about the line ) = -1 the region in
Figure 8-61 from Problem 17. Tell why it
would not be appropriate to find the
volume of this figure by cylindricai shells.

24. Journal Problem: Update your journal with things you have learned since rhe last entry.
You should include such things as:

' The one most important thing you have learned since the last journal entry.
. The basic concept from geometry that is used to find volumes by calculus.
'The similarities arnong slicing into disks, washers, and other plane slices.
. The difference between plane slicing and cylindrical shells.
. What you understand bener, now, about the meaning of derivative.
'Any technique or idea about finding volumes which is still unclear in your mind.
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Cylindrical Shell Problems

Side 2


